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Category:History of Andhra PradeshVampire Weekend vocalist Ezra Koenig defended bandmate Rostam Batmanglij, who was
accused of sexual assault earlier this month, claiming he didn’t “want to think” about Batmanglij’s alleged behavior. In an
interview with the Guardian, the singer addressed the accusations made against Batmanglij, 36, by former GQ feature writer
Soraya Roberts. “It’s a very weird thing that happened,” Koenig, 29, said. “I don’t want to think about it, I’m trying to not think
about it, but I don’t want to. I have no idea, but I don’t think that I would have something like that in my life.” The woman told
the magazine that Batmanglij raped her in his bed while they were dating in 2008. She also alleged that the guitarist groped her
at a party in 2012 and had sex with her in 2013. Koenig continued, “If I was in that situation, even in the same realm as that, I
don’t think that I would have left. I would have said something. If I knew that it was true, even in the same realm, I would have
never stayed.” The Vampire Weekend frontman added, “I haven’t read anything about it, but if somebody said something to me,
I wouldn’t want to stay. I wouldn’t want to be in the same world.” Meanwhile, Batmanglij’s bandmates have also denied the
allegations. Last week, the band released a statement to the Huffington Post explaining that they had worked together for over
three years and he had been “open and honest” with them throughout that time. “We only recently found out about these claims.
Rostam has been open and honest with us about this from the start and we can say with confidence that these allegations are
simply not true,” the statement
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educationQ: Is this an okay implementation of the logical AND operator in Ruby? I am writing a Ruby library which uses its
own built-in logical OR and AND operators, that are simple and use Ruby's === and!= operators. I'd like to write these
operators as short as possible (I have tests for them), so I wanted to create something in my own version of Ruby that could be
used to declare these operators. For example: ruby_and_or(a,b) # This would return a and b if both were true or b otherwise
Does this qualify as an "okay" implementation of Ruby's logical operators? class RubyOperator def self.and(a, b) return a && b
if a && b return b if a &&!b end def self.or(a, b) return a || b if a || b return a if!a || b end end UPDATE: If anyone is interested
in the actual implementation of the operators, they are here: class RubyOperator def self.and(a, b) return a.send(:and?, b) if
a.is_a?(Array) return a & b if a.respond_to?(:==) return b if a.respond_to?(:!=) return a if a == b return b if b == a end def
self.or(a, b) return a.send(:or?, b) if a.is_a?(Array) return a || b if a.respond_to?(:==) return a if!a.respond_to?(:!=) return a if!a
== b return b if a!= b end end A: It looks good 2d92ce491b
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